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ABSTRACT
Fun tional rea tive programming (FRP) is a de larative programming paradigm where the basi notions are ontinuous,
time-varying behaviors and dis rete, event-based rea tivity.
FRP has been used su essfully in many rea tive programming domains su h as animation, roboti s, and graphi al
user interfa es. The su ess of FRP in these domains enourages us to onsider its use in real-time appli ations,
where it is ru ial that the ost of running a program be
bounded and known before run-time. But previous work on
the semanti s and implementation of FRP was not expli itly
on erned about the issues of ost. In fa t, the resour e onsumption of FRP programs in the urrent implementation
is often hard to predi t.
As a rst step towards addressing these on erns, this paper presents Real-Time FRP (RT-FRP), a stati ally-typed
language where the time and spa e ost of ea h exe ution
step for a given program is stati ally bounded. To take
advantage of existing work on languages with bounded resour es, we split RT-FRP into two parts: a rea tive part
that aptures the essential ingredients of FRP programs,
and a base language part that an be instantiated to any
generi programming language that has been shown to be
terminating and resour e-bounded. This allows us to fous on the issues spe i to RT-FRP, namely, two forms
of re ursion. After presenting the operational explanation
of what an go wrong due to the presen e of re ursion, we
show how the typed version of the language is terminating
and resour e-bounded.
Most of our FRP programs are expressible dire tly in RTFRP. The rest are expressible via a simple me hanism that
integrates RT-FRP with the base language.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world software systems are required to respond
to external stimuli in a bounded amount of time. In addition, some need to exe ute using a xed amount of memory.
Today, many su h real-time and embedded systems are being
designed, implemented, and maintained. As this trend ontinues, the reliability and safety of programming languages
for su h systems be omes more of a on ern, and real-time
systems be ome a natural domain for a high-level programming language.
Fun tional Rea tive Programming (FRP) [16, 39℄ is a
paradigm that has been used for building a host of interesting rea tive systems in domains su h as animation [8, 9, 33℄,
graphi al user interfa e design [5℄, and roboti s [27, 28, 31℄.
As su h, FRP is a good andidate for a high-level language
for real-time programming. The entral semanti notions in
FRP are behaviors and events. Ea h is provided to the user
in the form of a parametri type, namely Behavior a and
Event a, respe tively. In the original denotational semanti s
for FRP [9, 39℄, a behavior is simply a fun tion of ontinuous
time, orresponding to the intuition that a behavior has a
value at any given instant. Time itself is modeled by the real
numbers. An event, in ontrast, is a time-ordered sequen e
of event o urren es. Together, these two notions provide a
natural foundation for des ribing systems of re ursive equations over time-parametri , hybrid (that is, ontinuous and
dis rete) operators.
1.1 Problem
Although FRP has proven to be fast enough for most of
the appli ations we have onsidered, it is not easy to establish strong guarantees about its time and spa e behavior.
Our goal is to provide a pra ti al framework where lear
guarantees about the ost of an FRP omputation an be
made. There are three distin t problems that need to be
addressed: First, the referen e semanti s for FRP is denotational [9, 39℄. While a denotational model helps in understanding the meaning of an FRP program, it does not explain how a program an be e e tively exe uted on a digital
omputer with nite resour es, nor does it provide a natural notion of ost. Se ond, be ause FRP was initially implemented as an embedded language in Haskell [13, 14, 15℄,
making assertions about the ost of a omputation was nontrivial. Third, embedding a language into a higher-order
language introdu es all of the power of the lambda al ulus.
Inherent in this expressiveness is the possibility of writing
programs that perform unreasonable or unbounded amounts
of omputation at ea h time step, or that have subtle (hard

to nd) spa e leaks.

1.2 Our Approach
The rst step towards addressing these problems is to
spe ify an operational model of the exe ution of an FRP
program. By their very nature, FRP programs do not terminate: they ontinuously emit values and intera t with the
environment. Thus it is appropriate to model FRP program
exe ution as an in nite sequen e of steps. In ea h step,
the urrent time and urrent stimuli are read, and the result is an output value and an updated program state. Our
goal is to guarantee that every step exe utes in bounded
time, and that overall program exe ution o urs in bounded
spa e. However, we annot make su h guarantees for arbitrary FRP programs, and thus we de ne a subset of FRP
alled Real-Time (RT-)FRP for whi h we an make su h
guarantees. With this approa h, we solve ea h of the above
three problems as follows:
1. RT-FRP is given an operational semanti s [29℄ that
provides a well-de ned notion of ost. That is, the
size of the derivation for the judgment(s) de ning a
step of exe ution provides a measure of the amount of
time and spa e needed to exe ute that step on a digital
omputer.
2. RT-FRP is a losed language [21℄ in the sense that it is
not embedded into a larger language su h as Haskell.
This makes it possible to give a dire t operational semanti s to the language, and therefore to provide a
tra table notion of ost.
In addition, having an expli it notion of state is a feature of our model that was not present in previous
work. Making state expli it allows us to spe ify an efient destru tive-update semanti s, whi h is hard to
enfor e with the embedded approa h.
3. A key aspe t of our approa h is to split RT-FRP into
two naturally distinguishable parts: a rea tive part
and a base language part. Roughly speaking, the rea tive part is omparable to a syn hronous system [4℄,
and the base language part an be any language that
we wish to extend to a rea tive setting. As we will
show, the rea tive part has bounded ost in terms of
both time and spa e, independent of the base language. Thus we an reuse our approa h with a new
base language without having to re-establish these results. Real-time behavior of the base language an be
arried out independently, and su h te hniques already
exist even for a fun tional base language [12, 18, 19,
24℄.
One important question that our work needs to address
is the treatment of re ursion, as it is a sour e of both expressiveness and omputational ost. A key ontribution of
our work is restri ting the rea tive part of the language so
as to limit both the time and spa e needed to exe ute su h
omputations. We a hieve this by rst distinguishing two
di erent kinds of re ursion in FRP: one for pure signals,
and one for rea tivity. Without onstraint, the rst form of
re ursion an lead to programs getting stu k, and the se ond form an ause terms to grow in size. We address these
problems using arefully hosen syntax and a arefully designed type system. Our restri tions on one of the forms of
re ursion is inspired by tail-re ursion [30℄.

1.3 Organization of the Paper
Se tion 2 introdu es the syntax and basi on epts of RTFRP. Se tion 3 de nes and explains the type system and
operational semanti s for RT-FRP. In this se tion we also
explain how two di erent forms of re ursion in RT-FRP an
ause the semanti s to either get stu k or use unbounded
spa e. Se tion 4 presents our main te hni al results, namely,
termination and type preservation, and resour e-boundedness. All of these properties are quali ed by expli it assumptions about the base language. Se tion 5 dis usses related
work.
The operational semanti s of the example base language
that we use is presented in Appendix A.
2. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO RT-FRP
In this se tion we introdu e the syntax and basi on epts
of RT-FRP.
2.1 Behaviors and Events as Signals
A key di eren e between dis rete models (su h as our operational semanti s) and ontinuous models (su h as a denotational semanti s) is that in the dis rete ase behaviors and
events only need to have values at a ountable set of points.
This means that there is an interesting type isomorphism [7℄
relating behaviors and events, namely [16℄:
Event a  Behavior (Maybe a)
where Maybe a is a data type with data onstru tors Nothing
and Just a. This isomorphism makes it possible in our work
to ombine behaviors and events into one ommon type that
we all a signal, and thus treat both on epts uniformly.
2.2 A Concrete Base Language Syntax
To simplify the presentation, we will work with a on rete
base language, whi h has the syntax:
e ::= x j j () j (e1 ; e2 ) j e? j ?j x:e j e1 e2
v ::= j () j (v1 ; v2 ) j v? j ?j x:e
where x and are the synta ti ategories of variables and
real numbers, respe tively. The only unusual feature is that
the terms e? and ? are used as a more on ise way of writing
Just e and Nothing introdu ed earlier. For larity, we also
o asionally take the liberty of using some ommon syntax
not provided here, su h as where lauses and if-then-else.
Values in the base language are represented by the terms v .
2.3 Reactive Language Syntax
The rea tive part of RT-FRP is given by:
s; ev ::= input j time j ext e j delay v s j
let snapshot x
s1 swit h on x
let ontinue f kj
u
u ::= s until h evj )

s1 in s2 j
ev in s2 j
xj = uj g in s j

kj i

where k is the synta ti ategory of ontinuation variables.
Note that the base language terms an o ur inside signal
terms, but not the other way around. Furthermore, a variable bound by let-snapshot an only be used in the base
language.
In the rest of this se tion we explain ea h of the rea tive
onstru ts of RT-FRP in more detail.

2.3.1 Primitive Signals

The two primitive signals in RT-FRP are the urrent stimulus input and the urrent time time in se onds. In this paper
we only make use of time, as it is suÆ ient for illustrating
all the operations that one might want to de ne on external stimuli. In pra ti e, however, input may be instantiated
to mu h more interesting types { su h as mouse li ks, keyboard presses, network messages, and so on { sin e there are
few interesting systems that rea t only to time.

2.3.2 Interfacing with Base Language
The rea tive part s of RT-FRP does not provide primitive

operations su h as addition and subtra tion on the values
of signals. Instead, this is relegated to the base language
e. To interfa e with the base language, the rea tive part of
RT-FRP has a me hanism for exporting snapshots of signal
values to the base language, and a me hanism for importing
base language values ba k into the signal world. Spe i ally,
to export a signal, we snapshot its urrent value using the
let-snapshot onstru t, and to invoke an external omputation in the base language we use the ext e onstru t.
To illustrate, suppose we wish to de ne a signal representing the urrent time in minutes. We an do this by:
let snapshot x time in ext (x=60)
To ompute externally with more than one signal, we have
to snapshot ea h one separately. For example, the term:
let snapshot x s1 in
let snapshot y s2 in ext (x + y )
is a signal that is the point-wise sum of the signals s1 and
s2 . Those familiar with FRP will re ognize this idea as one
of the lifting primitive operations into the signal world. We
an de ne lifting operators su h as:
[ lift0 e℄  ext e
[ lift1 e s℄  let snapshot x s in ext (e x)
[ lift2 e s1 s2 ℄  let snapshot x1 s1 in
let snapshot x2 s2 in ext (e x1 x2 )
in whi h ase the above two examples ould be written more
simply as:
lift2 (=) time (lift0 60)
lift2 (+) s1 s2
2.3.3 Stateful Constructs

There are two stateful onstru ts in RT-FRP: delay and
swit h. The signal delay v s is a delayed version of s, whose
initial value is v . To illustrate the use of delay, the following
term omputes the di eren e between the urrent time and
the time at the previous program exe ution step:
let snapshot t0 time in
let snapshot t1 delay 0 time in ext (t0 t1 )
As another example, the when operator in FRP turns a
Boolean signal s into an event that o urs whenever s transitions from False to True. This useful operator an be de ned
using delay:
[ when s℄  let snapshot x1 s in
let snapshot x2 delay False s in
ext (if :x2 ^ x1 then ()? else ?):

The se ond stateful onstru t, swit h, is used to de ne signals that rea t to other signals. For example, a sample-andhold register that remembers the most re ent event value it
re eived an be de ned as:
(ext 0) swit h on x

ev in (ext x):

This signal starts out as 0. Whenever the event ev o urs,
its urrent value is substituted for x in the body ext x, and
that value be omes the urrent value of the overall swit h
onstru t.
2.3.4 Recursion

In addition to its role in exporting signal values to the
base language, the let-snapshot onstru t an also be used to
de ne re ursive signals. By ombining delay with re ursive
signals, we an add internal state to signals. For example,
we an de ne the running maximum of a signal s as follows:
let snapshot ur s in
let snapshot rmax delay (
in ext rmax

1) (ext maxfrmax;

urg)

rmax is 1 in the initial step. At the (n + 1)-th step, it is
updated to be the larger one of its previous value and the
value of s at step n. Therefore rmax re ords the maximum
value of s up to the previous step.
A parti ularly useful stateful operation that we an express in RT-FRP is integration over time, de ned below using the forward-Euler method:

[ integral s℄



let snapshot t time in
let snapshot v s in
let snapshot st delay (0; (0; 0))
(ext ((i; (v; t)) where
(i0 ; (v0 ; t0 )) = st
i = i0 + v0 (t t0 ))
in ext (fst st):

Note that the internal state of integral s is a tuple (i; (v; t)),
where i is the running integral, v is the previous value of s,
and t is the previous sample time.
Integration is extremely useful in the de nition of ontrol
systems. For example, the velo ity of a mass m under for e
f and fri tion kv an be des ribed by the re ursive integral
equation:
v=

Z

(f

kv )=m dt

The RT-FRP en oding for this signal is simply:
let snapshot v

integral (ext (f

k  v )=m):

2.3.5 Modes and Continuations

RT-FRP provides two additional onstru ts, namely letontinue and until, that allow the de nition of multi-modal

signals, that is, signals that shift from one operating mode
to another depending on the o urren e of events.1 For example, here is a system that swit hes between two signals
1 It is te hni ally possible to use let-snapshot and swit h to
do this, but the result is mu h more awkward, and requires
extensive es ape to the base language.

s1 and s2 depending on the o urren e of an event ev :
let snapshot y1 s1 in
let snapshot y2 s2 in
let snapshot x ev in
let ontinue f k1 y = ext y1 until hext x ) k2 i;
k2 y = ext y2 until hext x ) k1 ig in
ext y1 until hext x ) k2 i:

The let- ontinue de laration de nes a set of mutually reursive ontinuations. A ontinuation is essentially a signal
parameterized by a variable, and orresponds naturally to a
mode in ontrol systems design. The until onstru t is used
to jump between ontinuations at event o urren es.
As a more on rete example, onsider the task of implementing a thermostat in RT-FRP. A thermostat has two
modes. In the On mode, the heater is on, and the temperature rises a ording to some ow ondition. When the
ondition \temperature  Thigh " o urs, it swit hes to the
O mode, and the temperature gradually drops. The thermostat jumps ba k to the On mode when \temperature
 Tlow " be omes true. The following program de nes su h
a system:
let snapshot t temperature in
let ontinue
f on x = (ext 1) until hwhen (ext (t  Thigh )) ) o i;
o x = (ext 0) until hwhen (ext (t  Tlow )) ) oni g
in (ext 1) until hwhen (ext (t  Thigh )) ) o i

2.3.6 Switch in Terms of Continuations

It is possible to express the swit h onstru t in terms of
ontinuations (where y and k are fresh):



[ s1 swit h on x ev in s2 ℄
let snapshot y ev in
let ontinue fk x = s2 until hext y ) kig
in (s1 until hext y ) ki):

For larity, we will de ne the typing rule and operational semanti s for swit h dire tly. When we present the semanti s,
it should be easy to verify that the translation is preserved
by exe ution. For this reason we will not onsider swit h
when proving properties about RT-FRP.

3.

SEMANTICS OF RT-FRP
In this se tion we present and explain the type system
and operational semanti s of RT-FRP.
3.1 Notation
We use the notation hfj ij 2f1::ng as shorthand for a nite
sequen e hf1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fn i. We omit the supers ript j 2 f1::ng
when it is obvious from the ontext. Similarly, we write
ffj gj2f1::ng or ffj g for a nite set ff1 ; f2 ;    ; fn g.
3.2 Type System
For simpli ity of presentation, we do not expli itly distinguish between the rea tive types for RT-FRP and the types
provided by the base language.
3.2.1 Types

The syntax for RT-FRP types is de ned as follows:
g ::= input j real j unit j g  g j g? j g ! g:

The meaning of these types will vary depending on whether
they are assigned to base language terms or RT-FRP signals. In the rst ase, g will have its usual interpretation.
In the se ond ase, it will mean \a signal arrying a value
of type g ". In FRP, these would be written e :: g and s
:: Behavior g , respe tively. Using two di erent interpretations makes it possible to des ribe the latter ase as \a
signal of type g ".
The type input is a pla eholder for the signature of the
external stimuli visible to the system. The real is for real
numbers, and unit is a singleton type. The type g? is a
\maybe g " value. Having the latter type in the base language allows us to treat behaviors and events uniformly as
signals (in the manner explained at the beginning of the previous se tion). The type g1 ! g2 is for fun tions that take
an argument of type g1 and return a value of type g2 .
It will be onvenient in the de nition of the type system
to identify the following set of base types, that is, types that
do not have a fun tional part:
b ::= input j real j unit j b  b j b?
3.2.2 Contexts
A variable ontext is a fun tion from variables to annotated types. An annotated type ould be either exportable
(written " g ) or lo al (written g ). These annotations are

need to ensure that the phase distin tion between the evaluation of a term and updating a term is re e ted in enough
detail so as to allow us to guarantee type safety, even in the
presen e of re ursion.
We will also treat ontexts fun tions as sets (their graph).
We require all variable names in a program to be distin t.
Variable ontexts
::= f xj : ?gj g
where ?g is an annotated type. The annotations allow us
to de ne the following two fun tions on variable ontexts,
alled expose and export, respe tively:
"f xj : ?gj g = f xj :" gj g
# (f xj : " gj g [ f xk : gk g) = f xj : gj g:
A ontinuation ontext  is a fun tion from ontinuations
to types.
Continuation ontexts  ::= f kj : gj ! gj0 g:
A binding k : g ! g 0 in  means that k is a ontinuation
that takes a value of type g and returns a signal of type g 0 .

3.2.3 Typing Judgment

Figure 1 de nes the RT-FRP type system using a judgment ;  `S s : g , read \s is a signal of type g ". The
signal input has type input. The signal time has type real.
The term ext e is a signal of type g when e is a base language term of type g . In this typing rule, e is typed without
using . Intuitively, this means that ontinuations annot
be exported to the base language.
The type of delay v s is the type of s, given that the base
language term v has the same type. Note, however, that the
term s must have a base type b. This te hni al restri tion is
ne essary to ensure type preservation.
A term let snapshot x s1 in s2 has the same type as s2 ,
assuming that s1 is well-typed. The typing re e ts the fa t
that this is a re ursive binding onstru t, and that x an
o ur anywhere. In s1 swit h on x ev in s2 , ev must have

;  `S input : input

(t1)

# ` e : g (t4)
;  `S ext e : g


;  `S time : real

(t2)

; ` v : b
" ;  `S s : b (t5)
;  `S delay v s : b

[ fxi :" gi g; fkj 0 : gj2j J! gj0 gj2J `S ui : gi0 i2J
;  [ fkj : gj ! gj g `S s : g
(t7)
;  `S let ontinue f kj xj = uj gj 2J in s : g

[ fx : g1 g;  `S s1 : g1
[ fx :" g1 g;  `S s2 : g2

(t3)

;  `S let snapshot x

s1 in s2 : g2

;  `S s1 : g1
" ;  `S ev : g2 ?
[ fx :" g2 g;  `S
;  `S s1 swit h on x

s2 : g1
(t6)
ev in s2 : g1

; ; `S s : g
f " ; ; `S evj : gj ? g
(t8)
;  [ fkj : gj ! g g `S s until h evj ) kj i : g

Figure 1: Type System for Rea tive part of RT-FRP

[ fx : gg ` x : g (s1)

` : real (s2)

[ fx : g1 g ` e : g2 (s6)
` x:e : g1 ! g2

` e : g
` e? : g? (s4)

` () : unit (s3)
` e 1 : g1 ! g2
` e 2 : g1
` e1 e2 : g2 (s7)

` ? : g? (s5)

`
`

e1 : g1
e2 : g2
` (e1 ; e2 ) : g1  g2 (s8)

Figure 2: Type System for an Example Base Language for RT-FRP

an event type, s1 and s2 should be of the same type, and
the s ope of x is in s2 .
The type of a ontinuation k has the form g ! g 0 , meaning
that when fed a value of type g , k be omes a signal of type g 0 .
A group of mutually re ursive ontinuations are de ned by
let- ontinue. A ontinuation de nition has the form k x = u,
where x is the formal parameter for k, and u (an until term)
is the de nition body. Note that u an only ontain those
ontinuations being de ned in the same de laration. These
onstraints resemble tail re ursion, and so we all su h terms
tail signals. Intuitively, the onstraints establish a set of
simple s oping rules for ontinuations:
1. The de nitions fuj g in a new ontinuation de laration
annot refer to surrounding ontinuation de larations
.
2. In s until h evj ) kj i, none of the sub-terms an ontain free ontinuations, as shown by the rule t8.
The analogy with tail re ursion lies in that just as tail alls
have to be the last alls made, an invo ation of a tail signal
has to be the last invo ation made.
In a term s until hevj ) kj i, the type of an event evj must
mat h the parameter type of the ontinuation kj , and the
result type of all kj must be the same as the type of s.
To use a on rete example for the base language, Figure
2 de nes a fairly standard type system using a judgment
` e : g, read \e is a base language term of type g."

3.3 Operational Semantics
We now present the full details of the operational semanti s of the rea tive part of RT-FRP.
3.3.1 Environments

Program exe ution takes pla e in the ontext of a variable
environment E and a ontinuation environment K:
Variable environments
Continuation environments

E ::= fxj 7! vj g
K ::= fkj 7! xj :uj g:

A variable environment is used to store the urrent values
of signals, and hen e maps signal variables to values. The
environment K maps a ontinuation to its de nition. The
lambda abstra tion makes expli it the formal argument and
the signal parameterized by that argument.
3.3.2 Two Judgment Forms

Figure 3 de nes the single-step semanti s by means of
t;i
two judgments: E ` s ,! v , read \s evaluates to v ", and
E ; K ` s t;i! s0 , read \s is updated to be ome s0 ". Note
that the semanti s for ea h step is parameterized by the urrent time t and the urrent input i. Sometimes we ombine
t;i
the two judgments and write E ; K ` s ,!
! v; s0 . When the
t;i
environments are empty, we write s ,!
! v; s0 .
The role of evaluation is to ompute the output of a term.
The role of updating is to modify the state of the program.
We will explain the rules of ea h of these judgments shortly.
The overall exe ution, or \run", of an RT-FRP program is
modeled as an in nite sequen e of intera tions with the environment, and in that sense does not terminate. Formally,
for a given sequen e of time stamps and external stimuli
h(t0 ; i0 ); (t1 ; i1 ); :::i, a run of an RT-FRP program s0 prot ;i
du es a sequen e of values hv0 ; v1 ; :::i, where sk ,!
! vk ; sk+1
for some sequen e hsk+1 i. Thus, a run an be visualized as
an in nite hain of the form:
k

t ;i

t ;i

t ;i

k

0 0
1 1
s0 ,!
! v0 ; s1 ,!
! v1 ; s2 : : : sn ,n!!n vn ; sn+1 : : :

Evaluation Rules

t;i
E ` input ,!
i

Updating Rules

(e1)

E ; K ` input t;i! input

(e2)

t;i
E ` time ,!
t
E ` e ,! v (e3)
t;i
E ` ext e ,!
v
t;i
E ` delay v s ,!
v

E ; K ` time t;i! time
E ; K ` ext e t;i! ext e

t;i

E ` let snapshot x

E ` s1 swit h on x

t;i

s1 in s2 ,! v2

t;i
E ` s1 ,!
v

t;i

(u2)
(u3)

t;i 0 0
E ; K ` s ,!
! v ;s
(u4)
E ; K ` delay v s t;i! delay v0 s0

(e4)

E ` s1 ,! v1
t;i
E [ fx 7! v1 g ` s2 ,!
v2

(u1)

ev in s2 ,! v

(e5)

t;i
E ` s1 ,!
v1
E [ fx 7! v1 g; K ` s1 t;i! s01
E [ fx 7! v1 g; K ` s2 t;i! s02
(u5)
E ; K ` let snapshot x s1 0in s2 0 t;i!

let snapshot x

(e6)

s1 in s2

t;i
! ?; ev0 (u6)
E ; K ` s1 t;i! s01 E ; K ` ev ,!
E ; K ` s1 0 swit h on x ev in0 s2 t;i!

s1 swit h on x

ev in s2

t;i
E ; K ` ev ,!
! v?; ev0

t;i

ev in s2 !
s2 [x := v ℄ swit h on x ev 0 in s2

E ; K ` s1 swit h on x
E ` let

t;i
E ` s ,!
v
ontinue f kj xj =

t;i

uj g in s ,! v

(e7)

t;i
E ` s ,!
v
t;i (e8)
E ` s until h evj ) kj i ,!
v

(u7)

E ; K [ fkj 7! xj :uj g ` s t;i! s0
(u8)
E ; K ` let ontinue f kj xj = uj g in s 0t;i!
let ontinue f kj xj = uj g in s
t;i
E ; ; ` s t;i! s0 f E ; ; ` evj ,!
! ?; evj0 g (u9)
E ; K ` s until
h evj 0) kj i t;i!
0
s until h evj ) kj i
t;i
t;i
f E ` evj ,!
?gj2f1::m 1g E ` evm ,!
v?
(u10)
E ; K [ fkm 7! x:ug `
t;i
s until h evj ) kj i ! u[x := v ℄

Figure 3: Operational Semanti s for RT-FRP

3.3.3 The Mechanics of Evaluating and Updating

The evaluation rule for alls to the base language (rule
` e ,! v to evaluate the -term e.
An example de nition for this judgment is given in the appendix. Lambda terms are left un hanged during updating.
Evaluating the input and time onstru ts simply returns
the urrent value for the input and the time, respe tively.
Updating these two onstru ts leaves them un hanged. Note
that, operationally, time is just one of the inputs.
The instantaneous value of delay v s is just v . But it is
updated to a new term delay v 0 s0 , where v 0 is the previous
instantaneous value of s, and s0 is the new term resulting
e3) uses the judgment E

from updating s.
Evaluation of let snapshot x
s1 in s2 onsists of two
stages: rst, s1 is evaluated to get v ; se ond, s2 is evaluated
with x bound to v , yielding the result. Updating the term
is done by updating both s1 and s2 .
The rules for s1 swit h on x ev in s2 are a bit involved.
If the event does not o ur, the default signal s1 is evaluated as usual. Note that the updating rules do not update
the signal s2 that is to be (eventually) swit hed into. This
means that signal begins exe ution only after the event o urs. Moving to the next rule, if the event does o ur, we
make a new default value onsisting of s2 where x has been

repla ed by the urrent value of the event.
The evaluation of let- ontinue and until is straightforward
with one ex eption: the value returned by s until hevj ) kj i
does not depend on any of the events fevj g. This behavior
is similar to that of swit h. The motivation for this design is
to allow the user to de ne signals that rea t to themselves,
su h as
let snapshot x s1 swit h on y when (ext (x > 10))
in s2 ;
whi h swit hes to the signal s2 when the value of itself exeeds 10.
The updating rules for let- ontinue and until are more involved. For the onstru t
let ontinue fkj xj = uj g in s
the ontinuation de nitions fkj xj = uj g are un hanged,
and s is exe uted with the ontinuation environment extended with the new de nitions. For the onstru t
s until hevj

) kj i

the events hevj i are tested one after another until the rst
o urren e, then the signal evolves to the de nition of the
orresponding ontinuation, with its formal parameter repla ed by the value of the event. If no event o urs, then
we get ba k the original term with the sub-terms updated.

3.4 What Can Go Wrong?
RT-FRP supports two forms of re ursion [6℄: re ursive
pure signals as de ned by let-snapshot, and re ursive swit hing as de ned by let- ontinue and until. This se tion disusses these two forms and the on rete run-time problems
they an ause.
3.4.1 Getting Stuck

To see how untyped programs that use let-snapshot an
get stu k, onsider this example: evaluating
let snapshot x ext x in ext x
requires evaluating ext x in an environment where x is not
bound (rule e5). The essen e of this problem is that any
o urren e of x in the body of the let-snapshot should not

be \needed" during evaluation, although it ould be used
during updating. In fa t, the distin tion between evaluation
and updating exists primarily so that evaluation an be used
to \bootstrap" the re ursion in an early phase, so that we
an give a sensible notion of updating to su h expressions.

3.4.2 Needing More Space

The se ond rule for updating until requires spe ial attention, as it repla es a rea tive term by a possibly larger rea tive term from the environment, and so ould lead to unbounded program size. As an example, the program
let ontinue f k x = s1 until hev ) ki g
in s2 until hev ) ki
be omes larger when ev o urs, if the size of s1 is larger than
that of s2 .

4.

PROPERTIES OF RT-FRP
In this se tion we prove the basi resour e-boundedness
properties of RT-FRP, namely, that the time and spa e in
ea h exe ution step is bounded:

Theorem 1 (Main). For any losed and well-typed program, we know that
1. its single-step exe ution terminates and preserves type,
and
2. there is a bound for the time and spa e it needed during
its exe ution.
Proof. The proof of the rst part is a spe ial instan e of
Lemma 4. The proof of the se ond part requires formalizing
notions of ost and showing that they are bounded during
the exe ution of any program.
In the rest of this se tion, we present the te hni al details
required to establish this result.

4.1 Type Preservation and Termination
4.1.1 Compatibility

In order to express the type safety property on isely, we
must have a on ise way for expressing the ne essary onstraints on the environments involved in the statement of the
properties. In general, we will need to assume that a given
value environment is onsistent with a given type ontext.
We say an environment E  fxj 7! vj gj 2J is ompatible with
a ontext  fxj : gj gj 2J , and de ne ` E as follows:

fxj : gj gj2J ` vi : gi i2J :
fxj : gj gj2J ` fxj 7! vj gj2J
Similarly, we say K  fkj 7! xj :uj gj 2J is ompatible with
and   fkj : gj ! gj0 gj 2J , and de ne ;  ` K as
follows:

[ fxi : " gi g; fkj : gj ! gj0 gj2J `S ui : gi0 i2J :
; fkj : gj ! gj0 gj 2J ` fkj 7! xj :uj gj 2J
It is easy to show the above de nitions enjoy the following
forms of weakening:
Lemma 2

(Basi

;; ` ;

Properties).

` v : g
[ fx : gg ` E [ fx 7! vg

;  ` K ; 0 ` K 0
;  [ 0 ` K [ K 0

`E

[ fx : g1 g;  ` s : g2
" [ fx : g1 g;  ` s : g2

4.1.2 Assumptions about Base Language

In order to prove the key properties of RT-FRP, we must
be expli it about our assumptions about the base language.
We assume three key properties of the base language: First,
that evaluation terminates and preserves typing. Se ond,
that values of lifted type be of the two obvious forms distinguished at the head. Third, that the type system enjoys
substitutivity. These requirements are formalized as follows:
# ` E # ` e : g
9v: ( E ` e ,! v # ` v : g )

# ` v : g?
0 #
v  ? or 9v 0 : ( v  v?

` v 0 : g )

# ` e : g # [ fx : gg ` e0 : g0
# ` e0 [x := e℄ : g0

4.1.3 Substitutivity

Using the substitutivity assumption about the base language, it is now possible to establish the following lemma
for RT-FRP:
Lemma 3

Whenever # ` v : g and
s : g 0 , we have ;  `S s[x := v ℄ : g 0 .

(Substitution).

[ fx : " gg;  `S

4.1.4 Main Lemma
Lemma 4

(Type Preservation and Termination).

For all , , E , K, s, and g ,

1. if # ` E and ;  `S s : g , then there exists a value
t;i
v su h that E ` s ,! v and # ` v : g , and

2. if #" ` E , and ;  ` K and ;  `S s : g , then
there exists a term s0 su h that E ; K ` s t;i
! s0 and
0
;  `S s : g .

Proof. The proof of both parts is by indu tion over the
height of the typing derivation. The proof of the rst part
uses the assumptions about the base language to establish
the soundness of the ext onstru t. The proof of the se ond
part uses the substitutivity property, and the rst part of
the lemma.

After this property is established, it is easy to see that not
only is evaluation always terminating, but it is also deterministi whenever the base language is also deterministi .

4.2 Resource Boundedness
Having established that the language is terminating, we
now ome to the proof of the se ond part of our main theorem, namely, time- and spa e-boundedness. As a measure
of the time and spa e needed for exe uting a program, we
will use term size at run-time (modulo the size of base language terms). This measure is reasonable be ause of two
observations: First, the size of a derivation tree is bounded
by the term size. Se ond, the derivation is syntax dire ted,
and so the time needed to propagate the information around
a rule is bounded by the size of the term (assuming a naive
implementation, where ea h term is opied in full). Thus,
our fo us will be on showing that there exists a measure on
programs that does not in rease during run-time.
We formally de ne the size of a term s, written jsj, to be
the number of onstru tors, base language expressions, and
ontinuations in the term:
jinputj = 1
jtimej = 1
jext ej = 2
jdelay v sj = 2 + jsj
jlet snapshot x s1 in s2 j = 2 + js1 j + js2 j
ontinue f kj xj = uj gj 2f1::ng in sj
= 1 + 2n + nj=1 juj j + jsj
js until h evj )nkj ij2f1::ng j
= 1 + n + jsj + j =1 jevj j:

jlet

As mentioned earlier, the size of a term an grow at runtime. However, we an still show that there exists a bound
for the size of the term at run-time. The following fun tion

(on ontinuation environments and terms) will be used to
de ne su h a bound:
j fkj 7! xj :uj gjj = max f0g [ j uj j 0 

j inputj m = 1
j timej m = 1
j ext ej m = 2
j delay v sj m = 2 + j sj m
j let snapshot x s1 in s2 j m = 2 + j s1 j m + j s2 j m
j let ontinuen f kj xj = uj gj2f1::ng in sj m
= 1 + 2n + j =1 juj j + j sj maxfj fk 7!x :u g 2f1 g j ; mg
j 2f1::ng j
j s until
m
 h evj ) kj i
= max 1 + n + j sj 0 + nj=1 j evj j 0 ; m :
where m in j sj m is the size bound for the free ontinuations
j

j

j

j

::n

in s.
In order to establish the bound, we must always onsider
a term in the ontext of a parti ular ontinuation environment. Thus we de ne the term size bound for a term s under
ontinuation environment K to be j sj j Kjj . First, it is useful
to know that this measure is an upper bound for term size
jsj:
Lemma 5. For all m and s, jsj  j sj m .
By indu tion on s.
Now we an show that even though term size an grow during exe ution, its size bound as de ned by j j j Kjj does not:
Lemma 6. (Bound Preservation )
E ; K ` s t;i! s0 im0
plies j s j j Kjj  j sj j Kjj .
Proof.

The proof is by indu tion on the derivation for
E ; K ` s ! s0 . In what follows, we let m = j Kjj.
1. The last rule used in the derivation is u1, u2, or u3. In
this ase s  s0 . Hen e j s0 j m  j sj m .
2. The last rule in the derivation is u4. Then s  delay v s1 ,
t;i
s0  delay v 0 s01 , and E ; K ` s1 ! s01 . By indu tion
hypothesis,
j s0 j = 2 + j s01 j  2 + j s1 j = j sj .
Proof.

t;i

m

m

m

m

3. The last rule is u5, or u9. The proof is by indu tion
hypothesis.
4. The last rule is u8. We know that
s  let ontinue f kj xj = uj g in s1
s0  let ontinue f kj xj = uj g in s01
and E ; K [ fkj 7! xj :uj g ` s1 t;i! s01
Note that

j K [ fkj 7! xj :uj gjj

= maxfmaxfjjuj j 0 g; mg
= maxfjjfkj 7! xj :uj gjj; mg
Hen e by indu tion hypothesis,
j s0 j m
= 1 + 2n + nj=1 juj j + j s01 j maxfj fk 7!x
 1 + 2n + nj=1 juj j + j s1 j maxfj fk 7!x
= j sj m
j

j

:uj gjj; m
:u
j
j gjj; m
j

g
g

5. The last rule is u10. In this ase,

) kj ij2f1::ng ;
and s0  u[x := v ℄, where (k 7! x:u) 2 K for some k
s  s1 until h evj

and x.

j s0 j m
= j uj m
= maxf 1 + n + j s2 j 0 + j j evj j 0 ; m g
where u  s2 until hevj ) kj ij 2f1::ng
= maxf 1 + n + j s2 j 0 + j j evj j 0 ; 0; m g
= maxfjjuj 0 ; mg
= m
(sin e (k 7! x:u) 2 K)
 j sj m

And we are done.

5.

DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Several languages have been proposed around the synhronous data- ow notion of omputation. The generalpurpose fun tional language Lu id [38℄ is an example of this
style of language. More relevant to the present paper are the
languages Signal [10℄, Lustre [3℄, and Esterel [1, 2℄, whi h
were spe i ally designed for ontrol of real-time systems. In
Signal, the entral notion a signal, a time-ordered sequen e
of values. This is analogous to the sequen e of values generated in the exe ution of an RT-FRP program. The designers
of Signal have also developed a lo k al ulus with whi h one
an reason about Signal programs. Lustre is a language similar to Signal, rooted again in the notion of a sequen e, and
owing mu h of its nature to Lu id.
Esterel is perhaps the most ambitious language in this
lass. Compilers are available that translate Esterel programs into nite state ma hines or digital ir uits for embedded appli ations. In relation to our urrent work, a large
e ort has been made to develop a formal semanti s for Esterel, in luding a onstru tive behavioral semanti s, a onstru tive operational semanti s, and an ele tri al semanti s
(in the form of digital ir uits). These semanti s are shown
to orrespond in a ertain way, onstrained only by a notion
of stability.
None of these syn hronous data ow languages seem to
have onsidered re ursion. Syn hronous Kahn networks [4℄
extended these proposals with re ursion and higher-order
programming, yielding a large in rease in expressive power.
The downside of su h extension is that resour e-boundedness
is no longer guaranteed. In RT-FRP we have shown that,
using some synta ti restri tions and a type system, it is
possible to a hieve su h a bound.
My roft and Sharp [25℄ develop a stati ally allo ated parallel fun tional language for the spe i ation of hardware.
Their language allows re ursion, and restri ts re ursive alls
to tail alls. However, they use an expli it notion of a synta ti ontext to spe ify what is a tail all, and restri t re ursive
fun tions. In our work, we have integrated this restri tion
into the type system. It will be interesting to see an integration is also possible in their setting.
A hybrid automaton [11, 22℄ is a ommonly used formal
model for a hybrid system, and onsists of a nite number
of ontrol modes. Dis rete events trigger the system to jump
from one mode to another. Within one mode, the system
state hanges ontinuously. Although we have not formally
established su h a result, we expe t that, in the limit as

the maximum sampling period goes to zero, an RT-FRP
program an implement a hybrid automaton.
CML (Con urrent ML) formalizes syn hronous operations
as rst- lass, purely fun tional, values alled events [32℄.
FRP's event ombinators \.|." and \==>" orrespond to
CML's hoose and wrap fun tions. There is a basi di eren e, however, between the meaning given to events in these
two approa hes. In CML, events are ultimately used to perform an a tion, su h as reading input from or writing output
to a le or another pro ess. In ontrast, our events are used
purely for the values they generate.
Previous work on FRP de ned an implementation semanti s that uses streams (potentially in nite sequen es). This
semanti s is used as the basis for most urrent FRP implementations. The fundamental di eren e in our work is that
we de ne sequen es of whole program exe ution and not just
sequen es of values. As su h our work presents an expli it
model of the me hani s of exe uting a subset of FRP programs, and shows how this model an be used to establish
guarantees that are relevant to embedded systems appli ations.
It may be surprising to a reader familiar with FRP that
some of its basi onstru ts are missing in RT-FRP. Many
of these onstru ts, however, are de nable in RT-FRP. Indeed,we have already de ned when, several lift operators,
and integral. In addition, FRP's never and on e operators
generate event values that never o ur and o ur exa tly
on e, respe tively. They an be expressed in RT-FRP as
follows:
[ never℄  ext ?
[ on e ev ℄  let snapshot x2 ev in
let snapshot x1 delay ?
(ext (if x1 = ? then x2 else x1 )) in
ext (if x1 = ? then x2 else ?)
FRP's till operator, similar to the until onstru t in RT-FRP,
an be translated as follows:
[ s1 till ev then s2 ℄



s1 swit h on x

on e ev in s2

Frappe [5℄ is an eÆ ient implementation of a subset of
FRP in Java. The exa t subset has not yet been formally des ribed or hara terized. With suitable extensions, RT-FRP
ould serve as a model for Frappe. In addition, a number
of interesting evaluation strategies ( alled push, pull, and
hybrid) have been explored in the ontext of Frappe2 and
we are interested in formalizing these models and studying
their properties.
This paper presented a model of ma hines that work in
an environment that provides a type of stimulus. Although
we have dis ussed how a base language an be invoked from
within FRP, we have not proposed a method for ombining
or integrating the kind of ma hines that we have presented
here. Ongoing work at Yale by Antony Courtney, Henrik
Nilsson and John Peterson suggests that Hughes' arrows [17℄
provide a natural me hanism for modeling signals that are
expli itly parameterized by an input type3 . We expe t that
this approa h an be used as a bases for a language for ombining RT-FRP ma hines. We are parti ularly interested in
2 Antony Courtney, personal ommuni ation, De ember
2000.
3 Personal ommuni ation, May 2001.

seeing if this approa h an be used to model asyn hronous
systems of syn hronous pro esses.
In this paper, we have hosen to fo us on the issue of
bounded resour es in the presen e of re ursion. Ultimately,
however, we are interested in more sophisti ated models for
real-time systems, where resour es are allo ated a ording
to their priority (see Kieburtz [20℄ for a ni e a ount from
the Haskell point of view). Signal, Lustre, and syn hronous
Kahn networks [4℄ a ount for this via a lo k al ulus.
While this te hnique may apply dire tly to RT-FRP, this
still remains to be established.
There are many onne tions between the semanti s here
and the semanti s of multi-stage languages. Evaluating reursive let-snapshot de larations requires evaluation under
a binder. This problem arises onstantly in the ontext of
multi-level and multi-stage languages [35℄. Our approa h
the treatment of this problem, namely, using the exportability annotations in the type system, is inspired by the work
on multi-stage languages [23, 37℄. Our evaluation and updating fun tions are also analogous to the evaluation and
rebuilding fun tions of multi-stage language [35℄. It will be
interesting to see if this analogy ontinues to hold as we
ontinue the development of RT-FRP.
Finally, we are interested in the study of ost-preserving
notions of equivalen e in RT-FRP along the lines developed
by Sands [34℄.
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APPENDIX
A. BASE LANGUAGE SEMANTICS
Figure 4 gives the operational semanti s of the base language used in this paper.
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